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Introduction 

Message from Dr. Pan 
 

Message is being edited.  Will appear here when Dr. Pan has finished. 
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MCC Vision, Mission, and Values 
 
 
Mission 
The mission of Mesa Community College is to promote excellence in teaching and learning, 
preparing individuals for active citizenship in a diverse global society. The college is a 
community resource for transfer education, career preparation, developmental education, 
economic development, and continuous learning. Our ultimate purpose is to improve the 
quality of life in the community we serve. 
 
Vision 
Mesa Community College will be a leader among community colleges, providing an 
innovative and intellectual learning-centered environment that is responsive, adaptable, and 
inclusive. 
 
Values 
Our values are the principles, standards, and ideals that form the foundation for our actions. 
They are the things to which we, as a community of educators, ascribe worth — the things we 
treasure. Our values reveal what we strive for and give us our identity as a college. 
 

Learning:  
Mesa Community College values learning and scholarship for our students, our 
employees, and the community. We value personal growth and provide access to 
diverse learning experiences in a supportive environment. We seek to continuously 
learn as an organization and to be responsive to our changing environment. 
 
Excellence:  
Mesa Community College strives for excellence in all we do. We are committed to 
upholding high academic standards, to providing a quality educational environment, 
and to maintaining quality in all aspects of our work. We continuously seek avenues 
for improvement. 
 
Inclusiveness:  
Mesa Community College values inclusiveness of people and ideas. We respect the 
dignity of each individual, expressed through fairness and just treatment for all. We 
value individual diversity and recognize the unique contributions of all individuals. We 
promote open communication and the free exchange of thoughts and ideas. 
 
Community:  
Mesa Community College values a sense of community — both the community we 
serve and the community we create within. As students, faculty and staff, we have a 
civic responsibility to our community that is expressed through community involvement 
and volunteerism. We actively pursue collaborative partnerships with the community. 
We value our college community and encourage the engagement of all through 
participation, collaboration, and communication. 
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The Search Committee 

Search Committee Function 
The search committee has five main functions: 
 

1. Aligning search activities with the college mission 
2. Screening applicants 
3. Conducting oral interviews 
4. Observing teaching demonstrations 
5. Compiling final selection recommendations for the President 

Search Committee Standards 
 

Search Committees are empowered to “hire the best” for Maricopa.  Four search 
committee standards have been established by the Maricopa Community College 
District to insure effective search practices.  All committee members are required to 
maintain these standards. 

 
1.  Maintain Professional/Ethical Standards 
 

Maricopa Community Colleges recognize that the long-term success of the 
organization continues to depend on the integrity of MCCCD employees and 
operations.  The very nature of our services demands a special relationship of 
trust with our stakeholders – our students, employees, and the diverse 
communities we serve.  In order to demonstrate this commitment to public trust 
and accountability to the communities that we serve, all Board-Approved 
employees are required to participate in training that focuses on public 
stewardship and institutional ethics - per Board Policy, Policy Title: Public 
Stewardship and Ethics. 

 

Chapter 
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2.  Non-Discrimination 
 

Hiring decisions and practices will not discriminate, nor tolerate discrimination, 
against any applicant on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, gender, 
sexual orientation, age, disability, or veteran status when making screening or 
selection decisions. 

 
3.  Confidentiality 
 

Information pertaining to the employee selection process is confidential.  
Discussion of committee deliberations and determinations with anyone other than 
fellow committee members and authorized administrators is considered 
professionally unethical. 

 
Information that is confidential and cannot be shared outside the committee 
includes: 
 

• What committee members and candidates say 
• Interview questions 
• Names of who is in the applicant pool 
• Results of applicant screening 
• Finalists or preferred candidate (Note: an exception is executive searches, 

such as college presidents and vice chancellors) 
• Results of reference checks 

 
It is recommended that you refer applicant or media inquiries regarding 
employment processes to MCC Human Resources. 

 
4.  Conflict of Interest 
 

Under Arizona law, nearly all employees of public institutions have an ongoing 
duty to ensure that they not have a conflict-of-interest in their employment.  The 
essential provisions of the law are in Arizona Revised Statutes Section 38-503, 
which requires that any public employee who has, or whose relative has, a 
"substantial interest in any contract, sale, purchase, or service" to the agency 
where the employee works "make known that interest" in the agency's official 
records and "refrain from voting upon or otherwise participating" in the transaction. 
 
Although not dictated by law, conflict of interest may also exist if an employee 
serving on a search committee is unable to be objective when dealing with a 
colleague, prior acquaintance, or friend.  An employee should not serve on a 
search committee when any situation exists that poses a potential conflict of 
interest. 
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Search Committee Composition 

1. The composition of the search committee is important to its success in hiring the 
best candidate.  Committees should be composed of at least 5 members. The 
maximum number should include the number of individuals essential to have 
inclusiveness in representation for the scope of the position. Keep in mind that the 
larger the committee the more difficult it is to conduct a search in a timely fashion. 

 
2. MCC requires a committee that is diverse to ensure objectivity and prevent bias.  

The committee should be gender balanced, and include TWO people reflecting 
ethnic diversity.  In addition, one member of the committee should be from outside 
the department.  By involving people with different viewpoints or bringing in fresh 
viewpoints, the committee chair helps promote equity through multiple 
perspectives.   

 
3. A balanced committee may also be created by selecting individuals who are: 

 
• Familiar with the demands of the position or have previous experience with 

similar positions 
• Diverse in terms of years with MCCCD and type of work experience 
• From different employee groups 
• From different disciplines than the position being hired for 
• From different colleges 
• Stakeholders such as support staff, part-time or full-time faculty 
• Community members or advisory board members 
• Students 

 
4. Committee members must have sufficient time to devote to their responsibilities 

for the entire process.  TIP: Check calendar and dates of position closing and 
committee work with tentative committee members before final selection of 
individuals. 

5. Please note that a committee member cannot serve on more than two search 
committees in a semester.  This is to promote involvement of others in search 
committees, and give individuals time to do other job related tasks and projects. 
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Search Committee Chair Responsibilities 
 Note that all faculty search committee chairs are required by RFP to have 

completed a search committee orientation.  Hiring the Best for Maricopa is the 
preferred method to meet this requirement.   

 Maintain the integrity of the selection process by insuring that an equitable, 
inclusive search is conducted 

 Insure search committee activities conform to federal and state laws, District 
policies and procedures, and MCC guidelines 

 Maintain professional/ethical standards 

 Serve as the liaison between the committee, the hiring supervisor, the college, 
and MCC Human Resources 

 Recruit committee members 

 Call and chair meetings 

 Coordinate administrative and logistical support 

 Coordinate committee member participation 

 Perform all duties and responsibilities of a committee member 

 Initiate the job posting if requested by the hiring supervisor 

 Establish job-related criteria for screening and interviewing if requested by the 
hiring supervisor 

 Develop interview questions with the committee 

 Ensure proper documentation and collect all materials 

 Manage the screening process 

 Coordinate the interview schedule and process with MCC Human Resources 

 Maintain confidentiality throughout the selection process 

 Facilitate and document the committee’s recommendation to the hiring 
supervisor 

 Conduct reference checks 

 Contact the preferred candidate once the president has approved the selection 
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Search Committee Member Responsibilities 
 Maintain the integrity of the selection process by following the four guiding 

principles: 

• Select the best candidate 

• Ensure equal opportunity 

• Maintain professional/ethical standards 
 Document thoroughly 
 Commit to the entire selection process 
 Attend all scheduled meetings on time and prepared 
 Maintain confidentiality throughout the selection process 
 Help develop interview questions, if requested by Search Committee Chair 
 Screen applications according to screening guidelines 
 Review applicant materials in preparation for interviews 
 Participate in all interviews 
 Record appropriate documentation  
 Submit all documentation and notes to the Search Committee Chair 
 Recommend the most qualified candidate based on established job-related 

criteria 

The Hiring Supervisor 
 Approve the position prior to posting 
 Monitor committee timelines and progress 
 Maintain the integrity of the selection process by insuring that an equitable, 

inclusive search is conducted 

 Insure search committee activities conform to federal and state laws, District 
policies and procedures, and MCC guidelines 

 Maintain professional/ethical standards 
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MCC Human Resources Responsibilities 
 Provide search committee support 
 Process search committee paperwork 
 Serve as main liaison to District Human Resources 
 Respond to questions throughout the selection process 
 Prepare screening and interview packets 
 Schedule interview rooms 
 Schedule candidate interviews 
 Communicate with candidates 
 Implement recruitment plan 
 Inform hiring supervisors of search timelines and progress 
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Getting Started:  The Job Requisition 

Position Approval 
It is the responsibility of the hiring department to acquire all necessary approvals and 
to ensure budget is available prior to submitting a job requisition.  The Vice President 
of Academic Affairs serves as the main approval authority for all faculty positions.  
The Vice President works with the college budget, the faculty staffing committee, and 
the College President to determine which positions are authorized for posting. 
 
IMPORTANT: All new and replacement positions need approval from the Vice 
President of Academic Affairs. 

Job Requisition 
The Job Requisition consists of a Job Information Form, the Job Posting Form, the 
physical/mental abilities Form, the recruitment plan, the Interview/Activity Form, and 
the MCC Faculty Hiring Timeline Commitment.  The search committee chair is 
responsible for creating and submitting the job requisition. 
 

Job Information Form  
The job information form initiates the search process and indicates the budget codes, 
contains the college approvals, and serves to officially initiate a position availability.  A 
sample job information form is included on the next page. 

Job Posting 
 
The job posting is part of the requisition. It outlines essential functions of the position 
and both minimum and preferred education, work experience, skills, and abilities. The 
job posting should align with Maricopa faculty requirements, MCC mission, vision, and 
values, and department and student needs. 

Chapter 
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Faculty job postings differ from other positions in that generic minimum qualifications 
are set by the governing board.  Minimum qualifications for academic and 
occupational faculty are listed on the HR web site:         
 

http://www.maricopa.edu/hrweb/faculty.php 
 
 
The other sections of the job posting are developed to address the current hiring 
need. 
 

1. Job Summary

2. 

:  Summarize the overall purpose of the job.  Elements from the 
job summary in the sample job posting on page 15 should be incorporated into 
the job summaries for faculty job postings. 

Essential Functions

3. 

:  List the principal duties and responsibilities of the job.  
Faculty postings should include the five key responsibilities listed in the 
essential functions in the sample job posting on page 15.  Percentages can be 
changed, but all five functions should be included in each posting. 
Enhancements appropriate to the specific job i.e. service faculty, occupational 
faculty, instructional faculty may be made. 

Minimum Qualifications

4. 

:  Leave the minimum qualifications section blank.  
Minimum qualifications posted will be MCCCD minimum qualifications as 
approved by the governing board.  

Desired Experience:  Enter additional job specific experience, education, and 
training in this section of the job posting, especially competencies you want to 
ask about in the interview, such as teamwork, service learning, community 
service.   

NOTE:  At Maricopa and MCC, we are looking for excellent classroom 
instruction.  What does excellent instruction look like? How is can it be 
measured in your search.?   

Please keep in mind that a Ph.D. is NOT required to teach at Maricopa or 
MCC.    If the committee decides a doctorate degree is essential, it should 
NOT appear in the Minimum Qualifications section and only rarely in the 
Desired Experience section.  It should NOT be weighed heavily in the 
screening process.   

Remember, the requirements defined at this stage describe your “ideal” 
candidate, but also define what can be asked during interviews.  Therefore the 
more you can identify at this stage, the more options you will have for interview 
questions.  For faculty positions at MCC, desired experience should address 
these areas:   (Check this part) 

http://www.maricopa.edu/hrweb/faculty.php�
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• Diversity / Multiculturalism / Globalism 
• Curriculum development 
• Use of technology / non-traditional methods of instruction 

 
Be careful when listing a minimum number of years of experience.  Do not list 
an unreasonable number as this can screen out people.  Think about the 
growth and collegiality potential in applicants.  The more years of experience 
preferred, the narrower and less inclusive the pool will be.  Applicants can 
demonstrate competence in course work, scholarly teaching, work as a 
teaching assistant, teaching as an adjunct, and diverse professional 
development experiences.  In addition, real-world experience brings applied 
knowledge to the classroom.  Look to the micro-teaching as a means to 
evaluate the candidates’ teaching ability and potential. 
 
Any listing of related work, education, and or training should specifically

5. 

 relate 
to the courses that the faculty member will be teaching.  If there is no direct 
application, then this experience should not be included. 

 
Special Working Conditions

“The successful candidate may be required to instruct at multiple sites and may 
be assigned to teach day, evening, and/or weekend classes as needed.” 

 

:  List any special working conditions such as 
physical conditions and working hours.  Faculty postings will include the 
following statement (see sample job posting on page 15): 
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Sample Job Posting 
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Search Committee Timeline 
 

In order to attract the best pool, utilize search committees effectively, and be good 
stewards of public resources, it is essential that searches be conducted in a timely 
and efficient manner.  Therefore a timeline will be established at the beginning of a 
search (see sample timeline on next page). 
 
The Search Committee Chair and the MCC HR will work together to establish a 
faculty hiring time table.  The target number of days to hire for faculty positions is 110 
days beginning the day the posted position closes externally until the day the 
preferred candidate statement is made. 
 
A job requisition will be submitted with a TENTATIVE search timeline.  Once the 
closing date for a position is finalized by the District, the search timeline will be 
reviewed by MCC HR, and the chair contacted if adjustments to the timeline are 
necessary.   
 
All aspects of a search (screening, internal/external interviews, public forums, micro-
teaches, etc) will be scheduled ahead of time and all search committee members will 
have tentative dates calendared.  Scheduling includes dates, times, and location for 
committee meetings.   
 
Screening packets will be released once the calendar is finalized.
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Sample Timeline 
 
Position: _________________________________________________ Search Chair Signature: ______________________________________ 
 
The Search Committee Chair and the HR Senior Analyst agree to the following hiring time table.  The target 
number of days to hire for faculty positions is 110 days beginning the day the position closes until the day the 
preferred candidate offer is made. 

 
 

 

 
 

HIRING PHASE MCC DATES COMMITTEE 
DATES 

 Recruit/Confirm Committee   

Prepare Job Requisition   

Prepare Newspaper/Online Ads   

Submit  Job Requisition to HR before 
the Wed before Monday posting 

  

Position Opens Internally/Externally 11/17/08  

Posting closes Internally 12/05/08  

Posting closes Externally 01/09/09  

Internal candidate notification  
to MCC HR by DO HR 

12/08/08  

MCC HR schedules  
Internal Interviews  

12/08/08-01/16/09  

Inform DO HR of Internal Interviews 12/08/08-01/16/09  

Internal Interviews 12/08/08-01/16/09  

External Screening (if needed) 01/16/09-02/20/09  

Inform DO HR of External Interviews 02/23/09-03/24/09  

External Interviews (if needed)  
Allow approx 3 days in-state  

and 1 week out of state 

02/23/09-             
03/27/09 

 

Reference Checks   

Chair complete Selection Summary   

Final Interview with President 03/20/09-04/17/09  

PAR/Search Packet, forms completed, 
signed and routed to MCC HR 

Within 48 hours of 
president interview 

 

PAR/Search Packet routed to DO HR Within 48 hours of 
packet receipt o 

 

Make Preferred Candidate Statement   

DO HR makes official Job Offer   
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Recruitment Plan 
 
MCC HR will work with departments wanting to advertise a specific position with an 
approved and available advertising budget.   
 
MCCCD places generic employment ads but does not advertise specific positions for 
departments or colleges.  For underutilized or “hard to fill” positions (i.e. nuclear 
medicine), the AA/EEO & Recruitment Office may provide assistance. 
 
On-line, the following websites will have ALL our jobs posted every week: 

• jobing.com  
• hotjobs.com  
• insidehighered.com  

 
On-line job posting for faculty and MAT only: 

• higheredjobs.com  
• Web profile: 
• American Association of Community Colleges-- 12 months  
• Chronicle of Higher Education - 12 months 

 
Print ads: 

• AZ Republic -- Monthly (on a Sunday) 
• Chronicle of Higher Education--5 times  
• Diverse Issues in Higher Education (formally Black Issues in HE) -- 3 times  
• Hispanic Outlook -- 4 times  
• Community College Times - 2 times 
• AZ Informant, Asian American Times, Asian SuNews, La Voz, and Indian 

County -- 4 times  
• AZ EOE Journal - 1 time  
• AZ Nurses Association -- 2 times 

 
MCC HR automatically places ads for positions in the following publications: 
 
Arizona Republic:  all positions 
Chronicle of Higher Education (online):  All faculty and MAT positions. 
 
Note:  It is permissible to send ads or notification of position openings to special 
interest, professional, industry-related, or constituency groups. Be cognizant, 
however, in ensuring that notifications are sent to the broadest and most applicable 
sources. For example, if advertising will be placed in a publication for one special 
interest group, such as a Hispanic newspaper, then the ad must be placed in other 
special interest group publications. 
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This will benefit the screening committee by creating a larger, more diverse and 
inclusive pool of candidates from which to choose. 
 
Underutilization:  for Affirmative Action purposes, there is underutilization of 
minorities or females when their representation for that job group (i.e. faculty) at 
Maricopa is less than the availability in the recruitment area.

Interview Questions 

 If a job group has been 
identified as being underutilized, then specific recruitment steps must be taken. The 
College presidents, college staffing committee, or the District AA/EEO & Recruitment 
Office will have information regarding underutilized job groups and recommendations 
as to what steps should be taken to ensure outreach and representation in the 
applicant pool. 
 

 

 

Additional Assessment Plan 
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 Job Requisition Checklist  
 

Have You: 

_____Received approval from the Vice President of Academic Affairs to proceed with 
the posting of your position? 

_____ Reviewed the hiring procedures outlined in this manual? 

_____ Reviewed your job requisition with your Dean? 

_____ Completed the all sections of the job requisition including the job information 
form, position descriptions, job requirements, recruitment plan, interview and 
micro-teach questions, and search timeline? 

_____Looked for potential biases in wording and language.  For example: Avoid 
specific terms that are too narrow that would limit the number of applicants.  

 
_____Developed language that allows for different backgrounds, perspectives, 

experiences, orientation, and expertise that can complement or add to the 
department—not limit it.  

 
_____ Included the college values statement (learning, excellence, inclusiveness, and 

community) in your job posting? 

_____ Completed all parts of the job posting form including: 
--job summary 
--essential functions 
--minimum qualifications 
--desired experience 
--special working conditions 
--committee member list 

_____ Created a balanced search committee of at least 5 members who meet the 
college diversity and committee composition requirements? 

_____ Planned all aspects of candidate interaction including microteach, telephone or 
face to face interviews, community forums, social activities (lunch, tour, etc), 
and other candidate activities? 

_____ Insured that all candidates be treated equally and have the same planned 
activities? 

_____ Developed and submitted questions or measures that will determine if a 
candidate supports the college values? 
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_____ Developed and submitted questions or measures that focus on all the essential 
functions and job qualifications? 

_____ Developed and attached a Recruitment Plan to the job requisition? 

_____ Discussed with your committee ways to attract a diverse pool of applicants? 

_____Forwarded an email copy of the Job Requisition and Recruitment Plan to MCC 
HR? 

_____ Developed a search timeline and submitted a timeline commitment. 

_____ Scheduled dates and times with committee for screening, interviews (internal 
and external) , micro-teaches and other committee activities. 

 

Submitting A Job Requisition  
 

Once the job requisition is created, the job requisition checklist completed, and the 
search committee timeline established, the completed job requisition is submitted as 
an e-mail attachment to the MCC HR office. 

MCC HR will review the job requisition, work with the committee chair to address any 
issues, and submit the job requisition for college and District approvel. 

Once approvals are complete, the District Office HR staff will send a draft job posting 
to the committee chair for final approval.  Once final approval by the chair is given, the 
job will be posted in the next available Maricopa job posting. 

Job postings are released by the District each Monday and are available in paper 
format at the District Office and MCC HR.  In addition, each position is posted on-line 
at www.maricopa.edu/hrweb along with the on-line application. 
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Glossary 
Terminology Definition 
Affirmative action Affirmative action is a tool used to reach the goal of fair 

employment and eliminate effects of past discrimination. 
In applying the doctrine, a contractor ensures that 
applicants and employees are treated equally, without 
regard to                        their race, color, religion, sex or 
national origin. To accomplish this, the contractor 
develops a program that targets underutilized areas 
(i.e., job groups with a smaller representation of 
minorities or women in proportion to their actual 
representation in the qualified labor market). Affirmative 
action directs outreach and recruitment to these areas. 

Committee total sheet A document that is included with the interview packet to 
assist the committee in candidate selection.  It contains 
the names of the committee members and the 
interviewees.  This tool allows the committee to record 
all the scores of each interviewee and provide a total.  

Desired qualifications The knowledge and skills specific to the job that the 
“ideal” candidate would need to perform the job.  An 
example would be a college degree in a specific area, a 
skill and/or experience that would enhance the 
applicant’s ability to perform the job. 

Equal employment 
opportunity 

EEO ensures that terms and conditions of employment 
are applied without regard to race, color, religion, 
gender, sexual orientation, national origin, age, 
disability, or veteran status. 

Essential functions List of principle tasks, duties, and responsibilities of the 
job, includes % of time spent on each function. 

Hiring body The person who selects the preferred candidate. 

Chapter 
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Terminology Definition 
Interview packet A folder containing interview rating sheets for applicants 

selected for interview, plus a Search Committee Chair 
packet that includes interviewing instructions, an 
interview slate/roster, a questions sheet, second 
interview slate and summary, reference form and 
instructions, a Personnel Action Request form, and a 
legal memorandum regarding the selection process. 

Interview plan A section of the Job Requisition completed by the hiring 
body to indicate which interview option(s) will be used in 
the process. 

Interview rating form The form used to assess the applicant’s qualifications 
based on the responses to the interview questions.  
Each committee member rates the applicant’s response 
to each interview question.  A total score is obtained by 
adding the rating for each response. 

Interview tally sheet A multiple criteria scoring sheet used to record each 
candidate’s scores related to application qualifications, 
first interview, second interview, 
microteach/demonstration or community forum.  This 
sheet is issued to determine which candidates advance 
to the next level in the hiring process 

Job announcement Contains the same information as “Job Posting 
Description” and also includes the posting number, 
entry salary range, posting closing dates.  This is the 
complete job posting information that appears on the 
District HR website and Job Opportunities. 

Job description The official description of the job approved by the Wage 
& Salary Department.  These descriptions are 
maintained by District and they can be found on the 
Wage & Salary website.  This Job Description should be 
used to develop your Job Posting Description and to 
complete the Job Requisition. 

Job posting Description that includes the Job Summary, Essential 
Functions, Minimum Qualifications, Desired 
Qualifications, and Special Working Conditions that are 
posted for a specific Job Opening. 

Job requisition The set of forms that must be completed to initiate the 
job posting process.  This packet contains several forms 
and must be signed off and approved by various parties 
at the college and district level. 

Job summary Brief statement describing the overall purpose and 
objectives of the job. 
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Terminology Definition 
Microteach/demonstration A timed presentation or demonstration based on a topic 

assigned by the committee to determine the candidate’s 
command of the subject matter, clarity of 
presentation/explanation, preparation and organization 
of materials and delivery of information. 

Minimum qualifications The minimum knowledge, skills and experience needed 
to perform on the first day of the job. 

Preferred candidate 
statement 

A congratulatory statement made to the recommended 
candidate by the designated college representative 
informing the candidate he/she is the top candidate and 
that an official job offer, contingent upon review of the 
candidate’s submitted materials is forthcoming from the 
District HR representative. 

Recruitment plan A section of the Job Requisition providing detailed 
information about advertising content and sources. 

Reference checking form The form used to check references for verifying the 
candidate’s work related skills, competencies, and 
professional characteristics. 

Relative A “relative” includes a parent, step-parent, parent-in-
law, brother, stepbrother, sister, stepsister, spouse, son, 
stepson, daughter, step-daughter, brother-in-law, sister-
in-law, son-in-law, daughter-in-law, grandparent, great-
grandparent, grandchild, great-grandchild, aunt, uncle, 
niece and nephew of the employee or the employee’s 
spouse. A “relative” also includes a domestic partner of 
an employee who is claimed as a dependent by the 
employee for insurance purposes, and a relative (as the 
term is defined herein) of such domestic partner. (From 
All Employee Manual 2005 – 2006, Section 13:3:1) 

Screening form The form used to document an applicant’s related skills, 
experience and training/education.  Committee 
members screen each applicant’s qualifications against 
the minimum and desired to determine whom to 
interview. 

Screening packet A folder containing all external applicant materials for a 
posted position such as a roster of applicants, screening 
sheets, and a Chair packet including screening 
instructions, committee confidentiality sheet, green 
instruction sheet on accessing OLA applications, 
interview slate worksheet, and customer service survey 
feedback form. 
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